
908 AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION SQUADRON 

 

MISSION 
The 908 Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron mission and vision is to, “deliver dynamic 
aeromedical evacuation capabilities worldwide by empowering combat ready warriors who 
are committed to mission excellence.” In order to accomplish its goals and priorities the 
squadron takes its 83 total members, five of which are full-timers and 78 being traditional 
reservists and divides them into six different sections or flights including the operations flight, 
operations support flight, training flight, clinical management flight, standards and evaluation 
section and like all other units, a Commander’s Support Staff section. 
 
The operations flight schedules, organizes, and reviews Aeromedical Evacuation Missions. 
They also ensure that all AE missions, operational or training, are launched, recovered, 
tracked, and archived successfully. 
 
The operations support flight monitors the deployment readiness of the squadron. We want 
to make sure all members are deployable within 72 hours, to fulfil the AE requirements out in 
the system. 
 
The training flight monitors the flight and ground training requirements of the unit. Making 
sure all members have proper opportunities to complete required training in a timely manner 
and those members that do not complete flight/ground training in time are trained back to 
mission ready status as quickly as possible. 
 
The clinical management flight monitors the clinical training requirements of the unit; ensures 
each nurse and medical technician maintain their clinical competencies/certifications required 
for AE. 
 



The standards and evaluation section monitors the standards and evaluations of the unit, 
verifying that the unit does not deviate from required regulations and that all members 
complete required testing on time. 
 
LINEAGE   
908 Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron constituted, 9 Sep 1994 
Activated in the Reserve, 1 Oct 1994 
 
STATIONS 
Maxwell AFB, AL, 1 Oct 1994 
 
ASSIGNMENTS 
908 Operations Group, 1 Oct 1994 
 
COMMANDERS 
Col Ronnie J. Roberts, 2005-2007 
Lt Col Amy Sanderson 
 
HONORS  
Service Streamers 
 
Campaign Streamers 
 
Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers 
 
Decorations 
Air Force Outstanding Unit Awards 
1 Oct 2003-30 Sep 2005 
1 Jan 2011-31 Dec 2011 
1 Jan 2014-31 Dec 2015 
 
EMBLEM 
 

    



A gules cross outlined in argent is centered on a sable disc highlighted with argent pinpoints. 
An ultramarine azure demisphere highlighted with argent longitude and latitude lines issues 
from the base. An argent and silver gray deltoid followed by an or contrail emerges from 
beneath the demisphere and soars from sinister to dexter. The disc is bordered with or. An 
ultramarine scroll is attached beneath the disc. The scroll, winch is blank, is also bordered 
with or. SIGNIFICANCE: ultramarine blue and air force yellow are used in the design. Blue 
represents the sky, the primary theater of air force operations. Yellow signifies the sun and 
the excellence required of air force personnel. White of the soaring deltoid, cross trim and 
lines of longitude and latitude signify the qualities of perfection, purity of purpose and truth 
and wisdom. Silver gray of the del told reflects maturity and humility while black of the sky 
allude to determination. The scarlet red cross symbolizes the blood of life and the lifesaving 
mission of the unit in peace and war. (Approved, 22 Aug 1996) 
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